Computerized gait analysis in Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease--analysis of the sagittal plane.
Current follow-up- and outcome-evaluations of Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease (LCPD) are based on subjective measures of function, clinical and radiological parameters. The objective of this study was to evaluate the sagittal plane kinematics and the effect on hip joint loading on the affected hip in children with LCPD. Computerized gait analysis was performed in 49 LCPD patients aged ≥ 5 years with unilateral hip involvement. Sagittal plane kinematics and kinetics were compared to a group of healthy children (n=30). Kinematics: a significantly increased anterior tilt and range of motion (ROM) of the pelvis combined with a marked reduction of the extension of the involved hip joint compared to the control group was observed. The increased ROM of the contralateral hip results from increased maximum flexion. Power generation: overall significantly decreased on the involved side during florid stage. Global hip function: significantly reduced hip flexor index of the involved hip; 46.2% of the patients in advanced stage, although having no significant changes in kinematics - except increased anterior pelvic tilt - had a pathologic HFI. Sagittal plane hip function is significantly impaired in florid and advanced LCPD. The results of this study will lead to further investigations into whether this development can be prevented by conservative or operative treatment thus improving function and long-term prognosis.